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The leading text of medical histology and microscopic anatomy! A Doody's Core Title  With a

full-color design and OVER 600 photomicrographs and illustrations, this book continues to be the

most authoritative histology text on the market. Revised to reflect the latest research in the field, this

book emphasizes the relationships and concepts that link cell and tissue structures with their

functions. A bonus image library CD-ROM featuring all the photos and illustrations from the text with

Ã¢â‚¬Å“zoom inÃ¢â‚¬Â• and Ã¢â‚¬Å“zoom outÃ¢â‚¬Â• capability is also included.
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"The book is written mainly for students in professional schools but it would be useful as a reference

for many undergraduate courses that touch on the subject. The authors are knowledgeable in the

field, having published the first nine editions of this book." "book has been useful and popular. "

(Doody's 2003-03-20) --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

THE MOST RESPECTED HISTOLOGY TEXT IN THE WORLD IS NOW BETTER THAN EVER 

Recognized as the leading medical histology text in the world, Basic Histology: Text & Atlas offers

the most comprehensive approach to the relationship between tissue structure and function and the

physiologic response in the human body. Completely updated and redesigned in true-to-life color, it

continues to pave the way as the most authoritative text of its kind.  *Showcases over 600 high



quality photomicrographs, electron micrographs, and illustrations, 500 of which are in full color

*Emphasizes cell biology as the most fundamental approach to understanding structure and

function of tissues and organs *Clear and comprehensive explanations of microscopic anatomy

*Full-color photomicrographs prepared from new tissue samples feature distinctive labeling that

clearly pinpoints the elements of interest and enhances the didactic nature of the book *Bonus

CD-ROM image library includes all of the photomicrographs and illustrations in the book *Medical

applications relate histology to pathobiology, diagnosis, and clinical aspects of disease *Key

concepts highlighted in each chapter Image Library CD-ROM *Includes over 600 photomicrographs

and illustrations from Basic Histology: Text & Atlas, 10th Edition *Organized by chapter *Fully

searchable *Ã¢â‚¬Å“Zoom inÃ¢â‚¬Â• and Ã¢â‚¬Å“zoom outÃ¢â‚¬Â• functionality facilitates

exploration of the relationship between structure and function of cells and tissues and physiologic

response *Advanced image management system enables compilation of image catalogs and

importation of images into PowerPoint presentations --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.

This is ideal for students and all those in the field. The color pictures are outstanding study aids and

are invaluable for reviewing stains and procedures. The included disc is also a great addition.

use as an in-class reference for lab. Students don't get enough microscope time or know what

they're looking at. No one needs more words to read that don't say anything new.

This book is one of the best books i've ever read in basic histology. it's really good for medical

students, Simple and straight to the point.Every histologic feature had it's clinical correlation which is

so helpful for students throughout their Predoc studies.

I purchased this text for a course in histology that had no assigned text, and have been very

pleased with the book. There is also a DVD of images which is a little hard to work with, but helpful

once you get the hang of it. there are a number of different texts in the class, and this is the one we

all rely on for identifying images in our lab sessions.

This book is very informational. It has alot of information needed by students and is also very helpful

in identifying cell structures that are seen on histologic slides after staining.I use it daily while QC'ing

slides after H&E staining.



The book came in great condition and it came within a good time frame. Customer service was

excellent as the provider contacted me on the delay of the product( which was no a huge delay) and

the condition of the product. Overall amazing service.

it's the best basic histology book i've read ..... it's excellant for Predoc students

I always select a book in good conditions or better and this one met my expectations. Thank you I

am very happy with my purchase.
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